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A new â€œgreenâ€• series!: Little Green Books will educate children on what they can do to be more

eco-friendly. The books in this line will be made from recycled materials, and the storylines will

cover subjects such as improving the environment, learning about endangered animals, recycling,

and much more. Meet Max the Little Monster. He is a cute, furry green monster who is an

environmental nightmare. Among other things, he leaves on all the lights, keeps his computer

plugged in, blasts the TV, hoards his old toys and uses so much toilet paper it clogs the toilet until

finally, his excessive ways cause a power outage. With no TV to watch, computer to play on, video

games to play with, Max finds there is a whole big world outside that he can make a difference in

the environment.Kids can follow Max the Little Green Monster's journey to environmental

awareness and learn tips on how they can become little green monsters themselves. A kid-friendly

glossary of terms is included in the back of the book.This 8x8 paperback is perfect bound and will

be printed on 100% post-consumer waste recycled paper with soy-ink. The paper is FSC certified.
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It's hard to find a fun, yet informative kids book for Earth Day. We picked up a copy of The

Adventures of a Plastic Bottle: A Story About Recycling (Little Green Books) while on vacation and

decided to look for more "Little Green Books" The kids giggled at both the illustrations and the story,



but they also asked questions about some of the things they learned while reading it. They were

particularly impressed that the book itself was made from recycled materials!*This book was read to

2nd graders*

I really enjoyed reading this book to my 5 year old son. The graphics are very cute and the message

is clear for him to understand. I had trouble with him doing the very things the story mentions such

as not turning off lights, wasting water, and clogging toilets.After reading the story to him a few

times, he's now very conscious of his actions. When he makes a mistake and leaves the lights on,

he will even apologize for it later!

Such a adorable book about a little monster that does everything inside and really doesn't care.

Then one day there is a black out and without any power this little monster goes outside, takes a

look around and then with each passing day he finds beauty. Along with great ways to protect the

environment that he finds so wonderful! I read this to all my kids for a bedtime story. They all loved it

and cannot wait to read it again for earth day. Perfect!

The everyâ€‹ time my 3.5 yr old son does something in terms of saving the earth ( kind of things

which is expected from toddlers for saving water ,not throwing litter etc) I remind him of Max the

green monster and he stops it and does the right things. Very nice book. Talk of simple things

preschoolers can learn and inculcate and make them their habit which will go a long way.

This was a big hit with my 1st and 2nd grade students on Earth Day! The character was fun to

dislike in the beginning and we cheered for him as he was transformed! The book is a great platform

for teaching how to live greener!

This book is great, it provides concrete examples of what children can do to respect the Earth.

Children of all ages can take part in recycling. Has activities that students can go to on the computer

and lists other resources available for teachers and students. This small book has colorful pictures

that younger students would love to explore and information about the 3R's (Recycling, Reusing,

and Reducing).

I bought this to read to my son's 1st grade class for Earth Day. It's fun and easy for them to



understand, while giving them lots of ideas of how to be better to/for the environment. His teacher

also loved it and said she might buy one herself. I don't buy a lot of new books, but this book is

made of recycled paper and plant-based ink, so that helps. I very much recommend for that age

group.
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